Licence for Publication in Journal of Social Intervention: Theory
and Practice
The undersigned,
…
Name of the Author(s),
to be referred to further as ‘the Author’,
hereby grants to

Utrecht University of Applied Sciences [Hogeschool Utrecht], specifically, the Faculty of Society and
Law, located in Utrecht, the Netherlands,
to be referred to further as ‘the Publisher’,
the following Licence.
Preamble
This agreement relates to the publication of academic works and represents a balance between the
rights of the Author and the Publisher consistent with the basic principle that:
•
the Author and Publisher believe that it is in the public interest to furnish maximum access to
academic works without quality or academic freedom being compromised, certainly if such
works have been financed with public resources.
Article 1
Definitions
The following terms shall have the following meanings:
1. Acceptance: notice to the Author by the Publisher of its willingness to publish the Author’s
work;
2. Article: the published version of the Author’s work, titled
“
_____________________________________________________ ”;
3. Publication: the Open Access Journal of Social Intervention: Theory and Practice
Article 2
Licence
1. Upon Acceptance, the Author shall, at no cost and for the duration of the copyright, grant the
Publisher a licence to exercise certain rights regarding the Article which are included in the
copyright:
a. The Publisher shall be entitled to publish the Article initially by reproducing and publishing
this (in whole or in part) in printed and/or digital form, in combination or not with the works
of third parties, by making it available online through the Internet or any other network, as
part of a database, online or offline, made available to third parties for use, distribution,
copying, and transmitting.
b. The Publisher shall have the initial right to translate the Article and to reproduce and
publish the translated Article;
c. The Publisher shall be entitled to file the Article in its original form and to include this in its
digital repository;
d. The Publisher shall be entitled to adapt the Article in consultation with the Author and to
reproduce and publish the adapted Article, insofar as necessary to publish the Author’s
work;
e. The Publisher shall have the non-exclusive right to store the translated or non-translated
Article in whole or in part as an adaptation, extract or summary in an automated database
and to make this accessible to third parties;

f.

The Publisher shall have the non-exclusive right to include the translated or adapted Article
in whole or in part in anthologies and other compilations;
g. The Publisher shall have the non-exclusive right to reuse the Article, whether or not in
adapted or summary form or through citation for research and education, provided the
Author’s name is stated and the source is listed;
h. The Publisher must clearly inform readers of the Article that they shall require the Author’s
permission for any commercial use of the Article.
2. The Publisher shall ensure that the Author’s name is stated and the source is listed.
Article 3
The Author’s rights and obligations
1. The licence shall in any event include the following rights and obligations for the Author:
a. The Author shall be entitled to make the Article available to third parties through
distribution, online transmission or another form of transmission.
b. With regard to making the Article available to others, the Author shall have the following
rights:
the right to grant the institution where the Author works or an institution with
which the Author is otherwise affiliated permission to include the Article in its
own closed or open network after publication of the Article;
the right to grant the institution where the Author works permission to
include the Article, after it appears in the Publication, in this institution’s
repository which is freely accessible to the public or in a decentralized, digital
repository, provided the Author places a hyperlink from the Article to the
Publisher’s website.
c. The Author shall be entitled to reproduce and publish the Article, where appropriate by
entering into a licensing agreement with another publisher.
d. The Author must inform users of the Article that it falls under the Creative Commons licence
version V3, the Netherlands. The following conditions apply in this respect: identification of
the author, non-commercial use and non-derivative work.
2. The Author or Publisher hereby undertakes to always list the source in full (including listing at
least the name of the Author(s), title and issue of the Publication, and the Publisher’s name) for
any form of use or reuse of the Article as stated above, unless this is not possible.
Article 4
Moral rights
The Author’s moral rights regarding the Article shall not be affected by this agreement. Specifically,
the Author shall be entitled to be identified as the Author of the Article, and he/she shall have the
right to oppose mutilation or impairment of his/her Article.
Article 5
Indemnification
1. The Author hereby warrants that he/she holds the full copyright to the Article and that he/she
is not infringing any third-party rights through his/her Article. The Author shall indemnify the
Publisher against any claims by third parties on account of the Publication of the Article. This
indemnification shall likewise pertain to any photographs, drawings or other illustrations
provided by the Author with his/her Article, unless the copyright to the illustrations is expressly
retained by the Author when his/her Article is offered.
2. The Author hereby authorizes the Publisher to take legal action in cooperation with the Author
against any infringement of the copyright. The parties hereby undertake to provide each other
any desired assistance and to furnish any necessary information upon request.
Article 6
Publication obligation
The Publisher hereby undertakes to publish the Author’s work within a reasonable period after
Acceptance.

Article 7
Author’s copies
The Author shall be entitled to a copy or to access to the Publication concerned.
Article 8
Legal relationship
1. The Publisher shall be entitled to transfer its exploitation rights regarding the Article to a third
party, provided this third party fulfils the obligations assumed by the Publisher vis-à-vis the
Author.
2. If the Author can demonstrate that his/her moral interests are being harmed through a specific
use of his/her Article by the Publisher pursuant to this Licence, he/she may ask the Publisher to
cease the use in question. The Publisher shall grant this request, unless this cannot reasonably
be required of it, in the light of the academic or historical value of the Article.
3. Termination of the agreement shall not impair rights duly granted to third parties by the
Publisher before this.
Article 9
Multiple Authors
If there is more than one Author, the Author has permission from each Author to enter into this
agreement on his/her behalf.
Article 10
Applicable law
This agreement shall be governed by the law of the country where the Author resides. Disputes
shall be presented to the competent court in the aforementioned country in accordance with
normal jurisdictional rules.
Article 11
Final provision
The agreement shall take effect on the date of Acceptance.

Signed by the Author on (date)

